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Abstract 

Information overload has become a critical challenge within military operations. However, the problem is not so much one of too much 
information but of abundant information that is poorly organized and poorly represented. Here I report the development of a prototype 
functional workspace to resolve this issue. Development proceeded through a design sequence of cognitive analysis, knowledge 
representation and workspace design. The cognitive analysis focused on the specific information needed for analysis of insurgency operations. 
Abstraction-Decomposition matrices from the framework of Cognitive Work Analysis were used as design artifacts to represent knowledge 
acquired during the cognitive analysis. Additional design guidance related to workspace layout and format was drawn from operational and 
scientific literature. The worlcspace was structured in terms of dimensions of functional abstra~tion and functional decomposition; 
dimensions that are thought to characterize the fundamental structure of cognitive work. In this paper, I describe the analysis and how its 
products were integrated with insights drawn from operational and scientific literature to develop the prototype worltspace. 

Relevance to industry 

Visualization is often proposed as a solution to the challenges of cognitively intensive, information-rich work. This paper outlines 
principles and analytic procedures that can be used to develop a visualization for cognitive work. 
0 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Information management: the contemporary problem 

Informatioil management has emerged as a significant 
contemporary cl~allenge in modern warfare. The advantage 
now goes not to those with the more potent weaponry but 
to those wit11 the inore effective infornlation system. 
Military analysts can access a huge ainount of inforn~ation 
from nlultiple and diverse sources. That information is now 
available in different fornls and at different levels of 
abstraction and, when it is about current status and 
progress of events, it has become av~tilable wit11 unprece- 
dented speed. Nevertheless, this information is poorly 
organized. It is available froin diverse sources and in 
fragments, which leaves an analyst wit11 the challenge of 
searching the iiiforinatioil space to find, distinguisl~, 
summarize, integrate and understand tile nleaningful 
elenlents that call inalce a difference. That is bot11 an 
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onerous and a difficult task. In a high-tempo, high-stress 
environinent it will often be an impossible one. 

Information must be indexed and then displayed so that 
users can find their way tlu-ougl~ it. Libraries have 
traditionally indexed books wit11 formal cataloging systenls. 
More recently, lceyword searcl~es have become popular for 
electronically stored in.fbrmation. Another approach is to 
structure inibi~natioa in a inanaer that reflects tlle structure 
of tlle cognitive worlc so that infor~nation is assimilated 
readily and so that there are natural transitions between 
eleinents. The einpbasis is on functional inforination that 
supports purposeful (functional) action. Because of its 
allegiance to the principles of Ecological Psycl~ology, this 
latter design strategy has been cllaracterized as Ecological 
Interface Design (Vicente and Rasmussen (1992) alt11ough 
following Lintern et al. (1 999), Fui~ctioi~al Interface Design is 
preferred in this paper as a inore operationally relevant terin, 

A central assuinptioi~ of Ecological Psychology is that 
the functional needs of an organisin necessarily reciprocate 
the functional structure of that organism's natural world 
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(Gibson, 1979; Reed and Jones, 1982). In accordance wit11 
that assumption, Fuilctional Interface Design is aimed at 
developiag a virtual world that reciprocates the structure of 
the cognitive work, Success of this endeavor llii~ges on 
selectioil of a suitable dimensional structure; an unsuitable 
structure is unlikely to be any better than no structure at 
all. Rasinussen el al. (1994) and Vicente (1999) argue that 
experts solve problems by navigating tl~rough a dimen- 
sional space of functional abstraction and functional 
decon~position. Rasmusseil et al, (1 994) and Vicente 
(1999) have extended their claim to cognitive worlc in 
general, Altl~ougl~ their evidence is meager, they appear to 
be the only researchers who have addressed the issue of the 
dimensional structure of cogaitive work and so, by default, 
their view was incorporated as a guiding assumption for 
the design worlc reported here. 

A functional workspace is one that reveals the con- 
straints on work. The key tenets of Ecological Psychology 
relevant to workspace design are: 

8 humail action is constrained by the work domain, 
8 interfaces are mediated environments that can reveal the 

worlc constraints, 
informatioil can be depicted in a manner that supports 
direct perception of those constraints. 

Functioilal Interface Design is the process of analyzing 
the work domain to identify its constraints and then 
developing perceptual forms that reveal those constraints 
directly in the workspace. 

2. Design strategy 

The design strategy for building a functioilal workspace has 
four distinct stages; knowledge acquisition, knowledge repre- 
seiltatioa, design specification and prototype development. 
Where ir~ilovation is required, coilsidesable iteration will be 
necessary, as for example, in the process of spiral development. 

One of the more challenging issues for this design 
strategy is the transition from analytic products to design 
specifications. Specificatioils for different systenl properties 
can be derived from different phases of Cognitive Worlc 
Analysis as suggested by Vicente (1999, p. 115) and 
representational forms can be drawn from the huinail 
factors display literature and from work domain publica- 
tions as recommended by Rasinussen et al. (1994). This 
process leads to specificatioi~s of the following types: 

Information Requirements-the information that 
should be displayed; 

8 Iilforlnation Layout and Worlcspace Navigation-the 
relational orgaaization of information and the aaviga- 
tion capabilities needed to search for, integrate or 
associate different iaforination elements; 

8 Action on the Worlc Dolllain-the form, content and 
magnitude of actions and trailsactioils by and between 
entities; and 

8 Illformation Representation-the representational 
forms that permit workers to perceive meaning rapidly. 

Tlle kilowledge acquisitioil and knowledge representa- 
tion stages for the work reported here comnlenced with 
Work Domain Analysis and development of Abstraction- 
Decomposition matrices as laid out explicitly in Lintera 
(2005), followiilg the guidance of Viceilte (1 999). 

Work Domain Analysis identifies tlle functional struc- 
ture of a socio-tecllnical system, starting with object 
descriptions at the lowest level, with mappings to specific 
functions, general functions, and specifications of system 
purpose at higher levels. It helps to identify fui~ctional 
properties that result from design intent, those that are 
discovered by operators and those that are generated by 
interactions wit11 the environment whether desirable or 
undesirable. A major contribution of Work Domain 
Analysis is identification of means-end relationships 
between functions at different levels of abstraction. A 
means-end relation reveals the functioils at one level that 
must be used for satisfaction of a function at a higher level. 
In most cases, a constellation of functions at the lower level 
will be required to satisfy any functioil at a l~igher level. 

The product of Work Domain Analysis (e.g., the way the 
acquired knowledge is represented) is a two-dimensional 
Abstraction-Decomposition matrix that distributes func- 
tions across levels of abstraction (object descriptions, 
physical functions, purpose related functions, values and 
system purposes) and across degrees of decomposition. By 
conventioa, abstractioil is represented on the vertical 
dimension and decomposition on the l~orizontal dimen- 
sion. Many treatments of the abstraction dimeilsion use 
general terms for the five levels (e.g., System Purpose, 
Values & Priorities, Purpose-Related Functions, Physical 
Functions, and Physical Resources). For this paper, I have 
substituted operationally specific but compatible terms 
(System Mission, Operational Priilciples & Values, General 
Mission Functions, Tecl~nical Functioils & Contextual 
Effects, and Physical Resources & Coastraints). 

An Abstraction-Decomposition matrix is ail activity- 
indepeildent description of a work domain. The distinction 
between activity-independence and activity-dependence 
was considered fundainental to Illis work. From the 
ecological perspective, an activity-independent structural 
ailalysis is foundational and therefore deinailds extensive 
effort. However, activity-dependent descriptions are also 
essential and these are typically developed in the otller four 
phases of Cogilitive Worlc Analysis. Within this project (as 
wit11 many others in whicll Cognitive Worlc Ailalysis is 
used) relatively few resources reinailled for the phases 
beyond Worlc Donlain Ailalysis. Wl~ere resources are 
limited, narratives of typical scenarios can provide a useful, 
albeit limited ailalysis of activity (tasks to be accoinplished, 
useful strategies, worker coordination, and levels of 
cogilitive control). Narratives are limited as an inforinatioil 
source for worlcspace design because each one constitutes 
oilly one of t l~e  inany possible trajectories tllrough a 



worlcspace (and one that may not even be critical) altl~ougl~ 
they can nevertheless serve as a waypoint in tbe design of 
an early prototype. 

3. Work domain analysis of insurgency operations 

Insurge~zcj): rising up against established authority; 
rebellious; a revolt or rebellion not well enough 
organized to be recognized in interilational law 
Webster's new world dictionary of tlze America11 lalzguage 

The purpose of the proposed workspace is to help a 
military analyst uilderstand the structure and processes of 
ail insurgency and also bow Allied resources and processes 
can be used to counter an insurgency. The analysis started 
with a discussion wit11 two subject matter experts and then 
proceeded through a review of documentation (inter- 
spersed with further discussions with the subject matter 
experts) to converge on Abstraction-Decomposition ma- 
trices for both insurgency and counter-insurgency (the 
coanter-insurgency matrices, not shown in this paper, were 
similar in structure and content to tlle insurgency matrices 
altl~ougll the specific pbysical devices and their capabilities 
differed considerably). One subject matter expert devel- 
oped a scenario narrative of an insurgent operation; 
planning for an ambush of a security convoy. This further 
supported development of the insurgency matrix, However, 

tile bulk of that narrative described activity rather than 
functional structure. Tbose activity eleinents were used to 
annotate tbe Abstraction-Decompositioil matrix in the 
manner described later in this paper. 

Decompositioils were taken to the level suggested by tlle 
subject matter experts. Subsequently, many fui~ctions were 
decomposed to more detailed levels tllan otllers. In 
practice, Worlc Doinaia Analysis is typically an iterative 
developmental process of adding fuilctions and rationaliz- 
ing levels of decomposition. It is to be anticipated that t l ~ e  
levels of decomposition will become more consistent as 
those iterations continue in this project, altl~ougll it is 
unlikely that even the final version of the analysis will see 
all functions decoinposed to precisely the same level, In the 
matrices that follow, decompositions are sbown as 
successively nested within the decomposed function (e.g., 
Fig. 1, row 3). 

3.1. Sj?stan Mission 

The mission of an insurgent organization is to generate 
political instability, progressiilg to the next phase of 
political influence and eventually, ascendancy and institu- 
tionalization of its own political agenda (Fig. 1, row 1). 
This mission will be expressed by the leaders of the 
insurgency but interpreted by local commanders to be 

Fig. 1. Abstraction-Decomposition matrix (upper 3 levels only) derived from an analysis of insurgency resources and purposes. 
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adapted to the specifics of the conflict environineilt within 
wl~icl~ they are operating. 

3.2. Operational Priizciyles & Values 

As sbown in Fig. 1 (row 2), Operational Principles & 
Values emphasize productivity and efficiency (e.g,, timely 
establisl~ment of tactical and strategic advantage togetber 
with protection of own personnel, infrastructure and 
resources), Some of t11e personal, social and political 
values that constrain operations will be related to the 
ideology and dogilla of the insurgency leadership and the 
supporting elite such as a desire for vengeance and 
opportunities for exploitation of international law and 
conduct balanced against the need for international 
legitimacy. 

3.3. General Missiolz Functioi~s 

A classification system described by Beagle (2000) was 
used to organize functions at the General Mission level 
(Fig. 1, row 3). Beagle distinguishes three levels of war and 
identifies the types of effects at which each of these levels 
might be directed: 

The tactical level is directed at the adversary's ability to 
wage war; it addresses battlefield engagement at the unit 
level and below and focuses on combat maneuvering 
with emphasis at a local scale on limited-duration 
physical effects that are immediate but with limited 
scope of influence 
The operational level is directed at the adversary's ability 
to sustain war; it addresses planning and conduct of 
cainpaigtls and major operations within a theater wit11 
emphasis on moderate-duration systemic effects (both 
economic and social) 
The strategic level is directed at the adversary's ability or 
will to sustain war; it addresses military and security 
objectives and focuses on vital centers (military, 
political, econoinic, or social) with emphasis on long- 
duration systemic and psycl~ological effects (ability or 
will) that may unfold 11011-linearly (no apparent effect 
and possibly even some improvement followed by 
precipitous collapse) but with considerable (potentially, 
war ending) influence 

For praginatic reasons associated with project time and 
resource coi~straii~ts, the remainder of the analysis was 
restricted to Violence, Oppression and Coercion at t11e 
Tactical Level of War, with an emphasis on offensive and 
defensive operations. Decoinpositions of that function are 
shown in Fig. 2, (row 1). Wllile these are the inost obvious 
functions of an insurgent force, no iilsurgency can fl ourish 
in t11e absence of supportive social conditions such as 
poverty and disei~franchiseinei~t of t11e indigenous popula- 
tion and ethilic and national affiliations. In addition, 
functions such as cl~arisinatic leadership and insurgency 

doctrine will come into play. These other functions, 
although identified in the analysis, are not noted in any 
furtber detail in this paper in order to liinit t l ~ e  coinplexity 
of the figures and the discussion. 

3.4. Tecl~nicar! Functions & Contextual Effects 

Tecllnical Functions & Contextual Effects are identified 
in Fig. 2 (row 3). A decomposition of tlle Technical 
Functions & Contextual Effects that impact the General 
Mission Function of Violence, Oppression and Coercion is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

3.5. Pl~ysical Resources & Co~zstrairzts 

Tlle insurgent hardware, personnel and infrastructure 
are identified in Fig. 2 (row 3). There are some pl~ysical 
resources that one might not anticipate from consideration 
of conventional warfare. Fake documents, international 
mail systems, wall cavities (as hiding places) and domestic 
hardware (garage door openers as remote triggering 
devices) offer resources for an insurgency wit11 limited 
access to military hardware and that must operate covertly. 
A decomposition of this level is shown in Fig. 4. 

4, Activity analysis of insurgency operations 

In the standard framework for Cognitive Work Analysis, 
control tasks, strategies, social organization, and levels of 
cognitive coiltrol are examined in separate analytic phases. 
In this project, with its limited resources, those four 
dimensions of activity were assessed within a single 
scenario narrative. For that narrative, any activity invol- 
ving a function represented in the Abstraction-Decompo- 
sition matrix was associated with that function. An 
annotation in the form of a callout superimposed on the 
Abstraction-Decomposition matrix and poiilting to the 
relevant functional node was used to represent an activity- 
function association (Figs. 5-8). At the lower three levels of 
the matrix in particular, these callouts reveal how the 
insurgents organize the ambush, how they execute it, how 
they extract tl~einselves froin the ambush site, and what 
resources they employ. Scenario references to specific 
etllnic and religious groups were edited out of the activity 
callouts. 

5. A prototype workspace 

The vision for a worlcspace to support a inilitary 
insurgency analyst is one of a fully integrated and 
coinprel~ensive inforrnation system that relies heavily on 
visualization and enll~loys many coinputerized illeans 
of trai~sforinii~g, selecting, higl~lighting and associating 
inforination. It will einploy icon libraries (some possi- 
bly auditory, e.g. Leung et al., 1997), work templates, 
drag-and-drop functionality, selection by mouse click, 
association by linking wit11 illouse action, iilterrogation 



Fig. 2. Abstraction-Decomposition matrix (lower 3 levels only) derived from an analysis of insurgency resources and purposes showing a decomposition 
of Violence, Oppression and Coercion (a General Mission Function) at the Tactical Level of War. 

Fig. 3. A deco~llposition of the Techtlical Functions & Contextual Effects that support the General Mission Function of Violence, Oppression and 
Coercion at the Tactical Level of War. 
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Fig. 4. A decomposition of the Physical Resources & Constraints that support the Purpose-Related Function (via Technical Functions and Contextual 
Effects) of Violence, Oppression and Coercion at the Tactical Level of War. 

-- I Insurgency: Top 2 levels, Annotated I 

Collateral injury and death I avoid fratricide with others 
who fight for our cause I 

Fig. 5. Abstraction-Decomposition matrix (upl~er two levels only) with an activity overlay derived from an iilsurgency ilarrative. 

of coilcepts to bring up inore detail or lower-level 
abstractions, and conveaient illodeling tools to test out- 
coines of proposed actions. 

Essential information will be readily accessible and 
presented in succiact and nleaniagful fori~~s.  There will be 
suinillaries of coiltextually relevaat iaforinatioa and readily 
apparent signs to guide access to it. Evocative perceptual 
forms will be used for skill- and rule-based ailalysis and the 
verbal information required for support of lcnowledge- 
based ailalysis will be sunlillarized and highlighted so that 
the analyst call coilverge readily on essential ineailiilg as it 
relates to the current issue. 

In this sectioa, I outliile how the results of the cogilitive 
ailalysis reported above were integrated wit11 selected 
design concepts to advance this visioa. 

5.1. T4~orkcspace architecture 

The worlcspace arcl~itecture used here follows the single- 
wiadow, inulti-panel forillat of a iixilctioilal interface 
developed for plaililiilg and problem solviilg at  the flight 
eagineer's station of a Hercules C-130 aircraft (Dinadis and 
Vicente, 1999). Liilegailg and Liilteril (2003), Liilteril 
(2002) and Lintern, et al. (2002) have subsequently used 
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Fig. 6. General Mission Functions overlaid with activity elements derived from an insurgency narrative. 

this form of structure for military conlnlaild and plaililiilg 
worlcspaces. Tlle multi-panel format is show11 in Fig. 9. 

5.2. Worlcspace organization 

A plaililiilg worlcspace inust support the interplay 
between top-down and bottom-up exploration that char- 
acterizes the cognitive activity associated wit11 inilitary 
analysis. It should therefore present a global structure 
while it provides access to detail. To coinply wit11 t11e 
assuinptioil that experts perforin cognitive worlc by 
ilavigatiilg t11rough a diinensioilal space of functional 
abstraction and functional decoillposition, the organiza- 
tional form should reflect the structure (although not 
ilecessarily the spatial layout) of the Abstraction-Decom- 
positioil matrix. 

In developineilt of design specifications, each node ill the 
Abstractioil-Deconlpositioi~ matrix identifies an inforina- 
tion requireinei~t that should be represented in t11e work- 
space. Fuilctioilal allocations were guided by previous 
work (Lintera, 2002; Linteril, et al., 2002). It was also 
guided by the worlc of Burns (2000), whicll su.ggests that 
teinporal proxiinity aids navigation along decoinpositioil 
liillcs wllile spatial proximity aids ilavigatioil along ineans- 
end lialcs. The iinplication of Burn's work is that a different 
level of abstraction should be made available by replacing 
the view of the original function in the saine panel while the 
decoinposition of a specific function sllould be made 
available siinultaneously in a nearby panel. 

Systein Mission was allocated to the top left pailel and 
Operational Priilciples & Values to the top right panel. As 
wit11 previous projects (Lintera, 2002; Linter11 et al,, 2002), 
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cell leader (via cell phone) the 

Fig. 7. Technical Functions & Contextual Effects overlaid with activity elements derived from an insurgency narrative. 

Cell Size is 9 plus leader, 
ages 24-30 (leader typically 

eapons & Munition 

(tools & equipment) 

Fig. 8. Physical Resources & Constraints overlaid with activity elements derived from an itlsurgency narrative. 

the subject illatter experts for this project were adainaat illeat so that the essential resources for support of activity 
that the workspace should coiltaiil a geospatial situatioil withill the geospatial area could be distributed around its 
display. The cei~lhal pailel was allocated to that require- periphery as is coasistent wit11 the Focus-Periphery 
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Fig. 9. A distribution of functions within the multi-panel format as derived from Abstraction-Decomposition matrices, together with the associations and 
linkages between various panels as derived from means-end and decomposition links and activity narratives. 

Organizatioil Principle (Eggleston and Whitaker, 2002). 
Allied Resources at the General Mission Function level 
were allocated to the left-center panel and Adversary 
Resources at the General Mission Function level to the 
right-center pailel, 

The top-center and bottom-center panels are worlcspaces 
in which. the analyst will explore details and relationsl~ips 
for Systein Mission and for Operational Principles & 
Values (upper center) and Technical Functioi~s & Con- 
textual Effects and Pl~ysical Resources & Coilstraints 
(lower center). 

Perceptual forins for a fuactional worltspace are derived 
not from analytic products but froin research, design and 
operatioilal literature. Soine ideas for perceptual forills 
were derived froin huinan factors researcll on evaluation of 
displays and perceptual foril~s. Other sources consulted (see 
Table 1) were Raslnussen (1998), who has outlined a 
typology of graphic display formats (library of perceptual 
forins) for representation of states, relationships and 
constraints at different levels of abstraction, Dinadis and 
Vicente (1 999) and Pejtersen (1992). Since this work was 

completed, Burns and Hajdukiewicz (2004) have developed 
a visual tl~esaurus of forms for representation of work 
donlain constraints that will aid further development of 
this workspace. 

Fig. 10 depicts an example state of the prototype 
workspace. Most of the pictorial forins have been talcell 
froin military operational docunlents but the top-left and 
top-right panels coiltain a configural elenlent, the polar 
star, as used by Dinadis and Vicente (1999) in a fuilctioilal 
interface. Soine coillillents by the subject matter experts 
suggested the value of historical inforination about 
operational paraineters and details of how they are 
measured. In a polar star, a description of how a parailleter 
is ineasured i~light be accessed by selection at the end of a 
radial and historical infbrination about that parailleter 
inight be accessed by selection elsewhere on the radial. The 
identification and illeasureinent of iinportant operatioilal 
parailleters was not assessed systeinatically within this 
project and must be the focus of furtl~er cognitive analysis. 

The top left panel of Fig, 10 offers a configural 
representation of Systein Mission in the for11 of an 
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Table 1 
A typology of display formats for different levels of abstraction, adapted primarily from Rasmusscn (1998) but also with reference to Dinadis and Vicentc 
(1999) and to Pcjtersen (1992) 

Types of functional properties Representation requirements Formats 

System Mission Overview Configural displays 
Check-off tables 
Limit-constraint diagrams 

Operational Principles Flow 
Operational Values Mass 

Value 
Balance 
Accumulation 
Dispersion 

Collfigural displays of balances & 
Relationships between functions & states 
Limit envelopes & containers 
Visual perspective 
Alpbanumerics 

General Mission Functions Relations Configural displays 
Intended states Constraint boundaries 
Trajectories Containers 
Offensive capability Threat & lethality shadows 
Defensive capability Guides ' 

Predictor elements & envelopes 
Symbolic diagrams 
Target lists 
Priority indicators 
Visual perspective 
Fields of action 
Alphanumerics 

Technical Functions Status of process variables with 
Contextual Effects reference to target states and to 

limits of acceptable operation 

Physical Resources Topography of the work system Object representations 
Physical Constraints Icons, symbols, signs 

Mimic diagrams 
Pictorial representations 
Flow maps 
Ingress & Egress routes 
Locations 

eight-sided Polar Star nori~~alized to ineasures of how well 
tile system purpose is being satisfied. For t11e iilsurgency 
purpose identified in Fig. 5, ineasures of political stability 
inight be derived fsoin statistics on industrial production, 
industrial ii~vestmei~t, scl~ool atteadance and domestic 
security. Measures of perceived legitimacy (both national 
and interilational) of the iasurgent's political agenda might 
also be useful. The narrative suggests that ineasures of 
support for doillestic rivals and for the presence within the 
country of foreign forces would be relevant. 

Tlle top right panel of Fig. 10 has a Polar Star that 
depicts ilori~lalized paranleters associated with Operational 
Priilciples 6c Values. Ratios of successful to unsuccessful 
insurgent operations and ineasures of impact for the 
successful ones inay offer useful measures. Tbe narrative 
suggests tl-re sigilificance of paraineters associated wit11 

insurgeilt success in protection of own personnel, iafra- 
structure and resources. The narrative further indicates 
that ineasures of collateral injury and death ii-0111 coalition 
operations should be inonitored because they strengtl~eu 
insurgeilcy recruitment. 

The top-center panel provides access to docuineilts 
related to Systeill Missioil and to Operatioi~al Principles 
& Values. The cognitive ailalysis needed to deterinine t l~e  
conteilt and style of such docuinents has not yet been done 
but these resources are envisioned as succinct suininaries of 
1x0 inore tllan a page or two orgailized to be relevant to a 
general coatext selected via the two-by-three inatrix of 
buttoils to tlle left. The diillensioils of tl~is matrix are 
curreatly conceptualized as Type of Effect (Pl~ysical, 
Systeillic, Psycl~ological) by Level of War (Tactical, 
Operational, Strategic) as is consistent wit11 the results of 
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Fig, 10. A depiction of an information-action workspace for Insurgency Analysis (the illegible text in tlds figure was not derived from the analysis but is 
presented to illustrate how text and graphics might both be useful-this figure is intended to be instantiated as the surface of a large information table on 
which text of this relative size would be legible). 

the analysis. Tbe narrative made no reference to insurgent 
documents on this topic but there are presumably some 
accounts and sunlinaries that could be made available 
witl~in this panel. 

Details of Technical Functions & Contextual Effects will 
be accessed and brought illto the foreground by illouse 
interrogation of t11e relevant General Missioil Functions. 
Details of Physical Resources & Constraints will, in turn, 
be accessed and brought illto the foreground by interroga- 
tion of the relevant Technical Functions & Contextual 
Effects. 

To illustrate, the analyst may wish. to explore how an 
insurgent organization is illaiiltaiiliiig coordiilation, The 
Coordiilation graphic in the panel for adversary resources 
(General Mission Function) shows a coordination matrix 
that depicts the frequency and inagilitude of transactions 
between known inembers of tlie insurgency. Interrogatioa 
of the inatrix could reveal Technical Functions that 
support coordination, primarily coinnlunication functions. 
As shown in Fig. 3, sonle of those coinilluilicatioil 
functions relate to baclcup security and to operational 
alerts. The Physical Resource level reveals that drop sites, 
cell phones and line-of-site light flashes are used (Fig. 4). 

The narrative reveals differeat types of message coilteilt 
at the Tecllnical Function level liiilced to specific means of 
comnlunicatioil at the Pl~ysical Resource level. By inter- 
rogation of a Plaiis grapl~ic at tlle General Mission 
Function level (Adversary resources panel), the analyst 
would again be taken via one path to coi~~poaents of the 
coillinunication node at the Technical Fuilction level and 
would tllen be able to assess how developineilt and 
execution of plans was facilitated by the different inodes 
of cominunication. 

The Situation Display in the center panel is the primary 
workspace in which planners or coil~inanders illigllt drag- 
a1j.d-d1"op iteins from the Allied and Adversary resources 
panels to tile left and right (respectively) and might relocate 
those resources (as in tlle old style sand table) or interrogate 
their functional and physical properties. That interrogation 
could activate more detailed views in the bottoill left or 
right panels. 

Inforination relevant to action witllin tbe Situation 
Display might be assembled in the Problem Work Space 
(bottonl-center panel) to explore possibilities for Course of 
Action (both Allied and Adversary). One of the recurriilg 
tl~eines coming out of the ailalysis was the coilcern of 
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planners with relationships between Allied and Adversary 
capabilities and with tbe effects of enviroilinent on 
operations, The Problem Work Space (bottonl-center) of 
Fig, 10 is based on a capsule scenario in w11ic11 one of the 
subject matter experts expressed concern with effects of 
dust storms on operations. Further exploration would link 
both allied and adversary capabilities to tbe ii~forination 
assembled ill Illis pailel to examine possible impact of those 
dust storms on current or potential operations. Tabs to the 
left and the right of this panel aid selection of information 
related to different issues that could iwpact operations. 

More detailed inforination might be brought into view 
by overlaying it temporarily oil the primary workspace. To 
illustrate, the Polar Star for System Mission shows a 
problem wit11 one parameter, A depiction of a time history 
(Fig. 11) for that variable might be brought into view by 
clicking on the shortened spoke. This particular format, 

developed by Tufte (1997), shows status 6 montl~s in the 
past, tile previous month, and daily over the last several 
days, wit11 bars showing the limits of nornlal or desirable 
range. T11e goal is to remove the problem of understanding 
what is l~appening wit11 this variable so that the ai~alyst call 
move quickly into the cognitive problem-solving mode of 
ascertaining why it is l~appening and what to do about it 
(Tufte, 2003). 

Interrogation of an active resource in the bottom left 
panel might bring up inore inforinatioil on that weapons 
system, such as a graphic depiction of weather effects on 
the targeting perfornlance of that system. Selection of a 
docuineilt icon in the top-center pailel might open a 
summary related to Operational Principles & Values, such 
as a summary of Rules of Engagemeat. The subject matter 
experts 11ad noted that planners would be familiar with the 
Rules of Engagement but would occasionally need to check 
or confirin subtle specifics and may have to do so under 
time pressure. That forces a scan of a large document; a 
particularly onerous requirement in a time-stressed situa- 
tion. Tbe pop-up summary (Fig, 12), taken from United 
States Marine Corps (1998), is intended to resolve that 
problem by baving a succinct and pertinent summary at 
hand. Layers of detail might be provided, eventually 
leading to the full document. 

The associations between functions within the work- 
space are determined on the basis of the decomposition 
links and means-end links identified by the Work Domain 
Analysis and the orgailization and flow of work processes 

Fig. 11. A time history of international investment support (dummy data) identified by activity allalyses. Following the ilnplicatioils 
following a pattern graphical style developed by Tufte (1997). drawn from Burns (2000), information about the lower two 

Fig. 12. A brief suininary of critical issues taken from a inore extensive operational document, in this case Rules of Eiigagement (adapted from United 
States Marine Corps, 1998). 
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levels of abstractioil will replace t l~e  default views in tbe 
resource pailels by iilterrogation of resource-panel infor- 
mation already in view and this iaterrogation will 
simultaneously bring up decoinposition views of the 
selected resource. 

As an exainple of tlle manner in wllicl~ means-end and 
decoinposition links are used to determine associations 
between panels, note from Fig, 2 that the General Mission 
Functions of Operational Security and Plans are means-end 
linked to the Tecllnical Function of Movement and 
Coaceahneat and then to tlle Pl~ysical Resource of Area of 
Operation. Interrogation of the Adversary Plans function will 
replace the current resource view (witl~in-panel association) 
wit11 depictions of all means-end linlced resources at the 
Technical Fuactioils & Contextual Effects level (Infrastruc- 
ture, Con~muaications, Movenlent & Concealment, see Fig. 
2) and sbnultai~eously bring up the first-order decoinposition 
of Plans in tlle panel inmediately below (between-panel 
associations), In turn, interrogation of the Adversary 
Communications function will replace the now current 
resource view with depictions of all means-end linked 
resources at the Pl~ysical Resources & Constraiilts level 
(Technical Resources, see Fig. 2) and simultaileously bring up 
tlle first-order decompositioi~ of Communications in the 
panel immediately below. Because Area of Operation and 
activity witlin it can be represented geospatially, tlis ineans- 
end chain identifies the value of associating Adversary 
Resources and Capabilities wit11 the Situation Display. 

Activity annotations suggest the manner in wbicll the 
analyst will need to explore links from Adversary 
Resources and Capabilities tllrougl~ Technical Functions 
& Contextual Effects to Physical Resources & Coi~straii~ts. 
As an illustration, note from Figs. 6-8 the innovative use of 
doinestic and coininercial resources for offensive action 
(e.g, auto repair sl~ops to assemble explosive devices, 
garage door openers as reinote triggering devices). Such 
associations offer insight into how insurgents will plan and 
execute operations. 

6. Future work 

There is considerable cognitive analysis and design worlc 
required as yet to achieve tlle vision of a fully integrated 
collaborative worlcspace. The narrative used for tlle activity 
analysis is specifically about one type of current insurgent 
operation. However, as recoininended by Rasinussen et al. 
(1994), an analysis of prototypical operations is needed to 
develop a system that has value beyond t11e specifics of 
current concerns. It would be shortsigl~ted, even for the 
current situation, to focus on tlle specific activity patterns of 
current insurgent operations because insurgents have shown 
tl~emselves to be adaptive. Tllus, it is iinportant to develop a 
worltspace that examines what is possible as well as what is 
hal~pening in the current situation. It is this forin of generic 
or prototypical analysis that is needed to enable the analyst 
to plan for innovative changes or adjustments in insurgency 
tactics and procedures. 

Tbe requirenlent for the type of resources sl~own in the 
pop-up sunlinary for Rules of Engagement (Fig. 12) was 
identified in the analysis and the depicted summary was 
taken from a inilitary document (United States Marine 
Corps, 1998). Never tlleless, tbe conteat and form for 
resources such as this should be developed tbrougl~ an 
analysis and design process similar to the one used here to 
develop the workspace prototype but focused on this 
particular element, Similarly, tlle types of measures that are 
inlportailt for assessnlei1ts of System Mission and for 
Operational Principles & Values require inore systematic 
analysis, Many other elenlents of the workspace also 
demand a focused cognitive aaalysis. 

Tbis paper demonstrates a path from analysis to 
prototype consistent wit11 the design strategy described 
earlier. Only a fraction of the essential functional proper- 
ties have yet mapped into the workspace, but even before 
effort is extended in that direction, it will be useful to 
develop inore concrete ideas for navigation. Probably 
because the first views are static, little tl~ought has yet been 
put into navigation, especially navigation back from 
detailed views to the default view, wllich will be is essential 
for smooth operation within this workspace. The develop- 
ment of a dynamic prototype that implements navigational 
ideas is a high priority for future work. 

An underlying assumption of this work, drawn ill part 
from Tufte's (2003) argument that displays should support 
reasoning about causal relatioi~sl~ips by depicting status 
and treads, is that the analyst is responsible for making 
inferences and for detecting opportunities but that the 
worlcspace supports that cognitive reasoning by clearly 
revealing functioilal properties and their relationships. 
Before converging on a conclusion, the analyst would 
engage in considerable exploratory activity and inay wish 
to llighligl~t specific features tllrough that process. The 
actual manner in which this workspace would be used to 
extract meaningful insigl~ts ia support of counter-insur- 
gency operations has yet to be examined. This is further 
reason to pursue developinent of a dynamic prototype that 
call be tested in user trials prior to extending the functional 
capabilities of the workspace. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper demonstrates a path from analysis to prototype 
consistent with the design strategy described early in this 
paper. Nevertlleless, t11e arguineilts developed in this paper 
should not be talcen to iinply that Fig. 10 necessarily 
illustrates the most appropriate solution to this problem. 
Altl~ough the prototype is t11e result of formative analysis and 
design, it reinains ii11l)ortant to continue the imaginative 
tl~inlting that could generate more style options for work- 
space structures. We migl~t question, for exainple, whet11er 
the space allocated to Allied and Adversary resources is 
adequate for these iillportant fui~ctioas and if not, how the 
panel space inigllt be reallocated. A spiral developinent 
process, cycling iteratively tluougl~ analysis, design, prototype 
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development and user testing, will be required to complete 
this vision for a fuilctional workspace. 

The best general lesson to be taken froin this work is that 
the transition from analysis to prototype demands explicit 
analysis and design strategies. Those strategies need to 
specify tbe information that is to be represented, tile 
structure or organization of the information layout, tbe 
represeatatioilal forms that sbould be used, and the 
strategies for accessing, associatiilg and iiltegrating infor- 
mation. 
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